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A Presidency of Hope delivering for People, Planet and Prosperity

Press Stakeout

On 14 September 2021, the new President of the General Assembly (PGA) H.E. Mr. Abdulla Shahid, will speak to the press, for the first time after taking his oath of office.

The Press Stakeout by the PGA will take place from 16:15 pm to 16:40 pm in front of the PGA’s Office on the second floor at the UN General Assembly building.

PGA Shahid will respond to questions about his “Presidency of Hope: Delivering for People, Planet and Prosperity”.

The PGA has developed his agenda for the 76th Session based on his Five Rays of Hope: recovering from COVID-19, rebuilding sustainably, responding to the needs of the planet, respecting the rights of all people, and revitalizing the United Nations.

Following the stakeout, PGA Shahid would like to meet and greet all the attending correspondents.

The press encounter will be broadcast by UN Web TV with no interactive element.
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